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Our departure 
3rd November 2018 



In the end, we were lucky enough to be able to leave 
Coruña, and after two stops in Madrid and Rome, and a 
transfer to Sassari, 10 hours later, we could finally meet 
our host families.  

Our big adventure 
was going to start 
on Saturday, when 
we took the first 
of the three flights 
in the middle of a 
vast fog that 
almost delays the 
beginning of the 
trip.  
 



First day with 
the families 

4th November 2018 



And at night, we all had dinner 
together with the teachers and the 
students of all the teams.  

During the first day we went to the Cultural Heritage 
Restoration Centre of Li Punti. 



First day: who’s 
everybody? 

5th November 2018 



This was a very intense and special day. After an 
opening ceremony in which the teachers 
showed us their school and the Headmistress 
welcomed everybody to their city, a group of 
students played a short concert for all of us. 



Then it was time for all the partners to talk 
about their schools and their countries. 



When it was our turn, our teachers said that we 
had done it really well, and everybody clapped 
enthusiastically! 



After a snack, the students took part in a 
ceramic workshop, while the teachers had their 
first meeting face to face.  

By the way, in that meeting,  
the official logo was chosen!  
 



After having lunch at home with our families, we 
met the group for a walking tour in the city of 
Sassari. 

We first visited the Sassari Brigade Museum, 
where they explained to us how they fought 
during the First World War. 

We could even hold a real weapon in our hands! 



After this visit, we could see all the main squares 
and buildings of the city: Piazza de Italia, Piazza 
Castello or The Rosello’s Fountain among others. 



Second day: 
Platamona 

6th November 2018 



Today we visited the Platamona’s Pond for a 
didactic excursion. We first visited the beach, 
which was very nice, despite being completely 
empty. 



Then we had several workshops in which we could 
learn more about Nature, water, and animals. We 
visited the pond, looking for birds with some 
binoculars, we took part in an activity about the 
soil, we learnt about the cycle of water and we had 
even time for creating our pieces of art using only 
recycled materials. 



We ended up all the 
activities by having some 
fun dancing, singing and 
playing before the rain 
forced us to go back to 
the city. The afternoon 
was going to be free and 
we went to an oficial 
training of the Dinamo. 

 



THIRD day: 
Excursion day! 

7th November 2018 



We knew this would be a great day, and it 
certainly was!  

We first visited S. Antine Nuraghe, one of the 
largest ancient megalithic nuraghis in Sardinia. A 
guide explained what nuraghis were and she 
showed to us how it was in the inside. Amazing! 



After that, we visited the Roman Thermal Baths 
of Fordongianus, as well as the Aragonese 
House. We also had a guided visit in which we 
could learn a lot about History and the usage of 
water in the ancient Rome. 



Our stop for lunch was in S. Cristina, where we 
could afterwards visit the Sacred Well and the 
Nuragic complex with an English guide. It was all 
really nice! 



We went to a match 
between Dinamo Sassari 
vs Riders Leicester 
(Dinamo won!!) and we 
had hot dogs, chips and 
ketchup. 



FOURTH day: 
shCooL’s day! 

8th November 2018 



While the teachers had their meeting and their 
activities of lesson observation, all the students 
took part in a couple of games and activities related 
to sports and ceramic laboratory. We could also join 
our host student to their regular lessons and see 
how school works there. Very interesting! 



The afternoon was free to spend time with our 
host families, and doing the last shopping! 



Fifth day:  
last one! 

9th November 2018 



This would be our last day together, and we didn’t 
really want to leave, but we still had a few hours 
ahead to enjoy, and that was what we did! 

We departed to Alghero very early in the morning, 
our first stop was in a viewpoint over the bay of 
Porto Conte e Capo Caccia, with an amazing view of 
the sea. 



Unfortunately, our next scheduled stop at 
Neptune’s Caves had to be cancelled because 
they were closed for maintainance. It was a pity, 
but we are sure we would come back some day 
for this visit! We showed you a picture of them 
so you can imagine how they look! 

 

If you look on the bright side of things, 
we didn’t have to go down and up the  
more than 650 steps to go there! 

We share a picture of 
them with you so you 
can imagine how they 
look! 

 



Now it was time for a little bit of sightseeing, and 
together with our teachers, we enjoyed the streets 
and monuments of Alghero. We entered its 
wonderful cathedral and we tried its amazing 
“gelatos”. We want to repeat! 



After lunch, a terrible storm started and the rain 
was so heavy that we decided to come back 
home, after saying goodbye to our Lithuanian 
friends, that were departing on that evening.  

We spent the evening preparing our luggage for 
the next day and spending our last hours with 
our families. 

We finally had dinner together 
with the group for the last 
time, and of course, we had 
pizza!   
 



The farewell 
10th November 2018 



It was 5 am, yes, 5 am, as you can see in our faces, when 
we said goodbye to our host families. It was really sad to 
finish this adventure, but at the same time, we were 
looking forward to meeting our families back in Coruña 
again and tell them everything.  

After three flights 
with two stops in 
Rome and Madrid, 
we arrived to 
Coruña at 16:00 
almost as scheduled, 
to hug our families 
and share our 
wonderful week 
with them. 



Thanks for an amazing experience! 

Ana, Cris, Juan and Santi 
Sassari, 5-9 November 2018 


